Wine Activities
Wine activities can range from
our informative pre-dinner blind wine
tasting sessions, with our wine experts, to a fun
Call my Wine Bluff quiz which is designed to be run over
a team lunch or dinner. Designed for anybody that enjoys
wine, from the rank amateur to the budding professional, our
popular wine events provide teams with a fun, educational and
entertaining activity.
What’s involved?

Benefits
Staff reward
Client and staff
entertainment
Team working
Relationship building
Stress busting

What’s included?
Full Event Management
Event Manager and
Event Staff
All equipment and
resources
£5 million Public
Liability Insurance
All necessary Risk
Assessments
Unlimited e-mail and
telephone support

Numbers
10-500

Location
Indoors

Timings

Our wine events are designed to provide
teams with a range of different activities
that contain a common theme - wine!
Whether you’re looking for a small event
to lead you into dinner, or an ‘all-singing,
all-dancing’ quiz night with a difference,
our wine events will provide you with an
interesting insight into the world of wine,
wine tasting and wine production.
Blind Wine Challenge - this challenge
makes for a perfect ice breaker after a
long conference or just a bit of fun
during pre-dinner drinks. If required,
the challenge can incorporate
champagnes, malts or even a specialist
spirits section.
After a light hearted guide through the
how's, what's and why's of wine tasting even how to spit properly - guests will
identify grape varieties and origins of a
selection of wines. Helpful tools of the
trade are at their disposal, including Nez
du Vin aroma phials, which steer sniffers
in the right direction when it comes to
the nose of a wine.
The Blind Wine Challenge typically
incorporates generous tastings of six
choice wines, with an informative wine
tasting booklet detailing the intricacies of
the craft, prizes for the winning tasters,
and then to the serious part… finishing
the ample amounts of wine!

Call my Wine Bluff - did you know that
it takes a two year apprenticeship to
become a master grape treader? No?
That's because it's not true! But listen
carefully, and our panel of wine buff/bluff
characters might persuade you
otherwise.
Our fun team challenge, especially
designed to run through dinner, provides
an evening of mirth, merriment and
factual delights, and adds a refreshing
twist to the traditional wine tasting
experience - can you sort the true
definitions from the howling corkers?
Other wine events can be designed to
meet your specific requirements, time
slots and team needs.

What have people said?
‘The Call my Wine Bluff activity was an
interesting and fun insight into the world
of wine’.
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1 hour plus
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